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About This Game

City Builder

In this 2.5D precision builder, you are playing as a government sanctioned worker who needs to build the biggest building every
created. You will attempt to create the building to the best of your ability, see how far you can go before your building topples!

Gameplay:
-Precision Builder in a 2.5D Setting

-Endless Building stacking capabilities
-The Higher the building, the more you can create

Features:
-Over 10 Different structures to build

-Endless Buildings to test your Precision and Endurance
-Achievements
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Original dlc with full expansion-pack length

DLC's seldom have a good reputation: they are more often than not considered an easy cash-cow for publishers
without offering enough original content. Luckily, some developers do still offer full-scale dlc, reminiscent of the
"expansion packs" which often came as an addition to important games several years ago, before the age of digital
download. These were separately sold in a large carton or smaller dvd box, and were often considered essential to
anyone loving the main game.

Minerva's Den offers a lot of very original content, both in quantity and in quality. The dlc actually contains two different
content "packs": a full-blown extra story in the Bioshock Universe, and the so-called Protector Trials which offer several
new challenges to the player. These trials encouraged me to experiment with different combinations of weapons and plasmids
(the "special powers" in the Bioshock universe), and proved an entertaining although rather shallow addition to the original
game - after trying my hands at a couple of the trials, I quickly lost attention.

The main part of the dlc is some serious stuff though, offering a full-scale new story set in the world of Rapture. It's
difficult to tell anything about the story without spoiling it, but let's suffice with saying that it ties together some loose ends
from the original game and offers a completely new perspective on it. Gameplay wise the differences are not great, although
welcome: a new weapon offers new combat possibilities, as does a new plasmid. Just like the original game, Minerva's Den
gradually introduces new weapons, plasmids and gene-tonics to the player, but since the story is much shorter than the
original one, this feels a bit rushed. Not a major problem, just something which could have been done differently. But the
gripping story, the feeling of complete immersion in the wonderfully created world of Rapture and the awesome voice-acting
of the original game are all back, at least as good, which makes this dlc into a must-have for anyone loving either the first
or the second game in this classic series.

Essential purchase for anyone loving the Bioshock series.. That one was a REALLY good surprise! I was expecting a simple
but cute platformer...it's way more polished than that. It have a heavy mario world feeling to it. The biggest downside that i
can give is that all non-endofworld-boss are animalistic blob...but beside that, all stage introduce new mechanic and theme,
all have their own boss, and if the game start simple, it ramps up quite heavily later on. Magic you can buy that feels like
cheating will become a godsend near the end.
So...yeah. Don't look super fancy at first glance, but i had lots of fun with this one. Highly recommended! ^^. This game is
so much fun and super addicting. It is relaxing and cute and I just love it. Time just flies by as you play. If you love plants,
definitely get this game.. Barely made 33 lvls with a controller. There is some kind of ping/delay and the character doesn't
start/stop moving right after you (don't) push the button which makes it extremely difficult to get all achievements. 6/10 for
the gameplay, 3/10 for the soundtrack (it needs a completely different kind of score to fit to the game mood imo). I'd
recommend it only for hardcore fans of such retro games.. Didn't play much yet but its awesome, first thing i do is raid a
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caravan im evil!. i think this game has great potential and i think if they add freeplay it would greatly improve the game.
right now i would not buy it as after story wich lasts 2-3 hrs depending on your play style there is not much to do but replay
old missions from story. This game would be worth 10/10 if it had freeplay i feel as of now it is 5/10 it feels incomplete
since the story is so short and there is no freeplay.

currently 5/10 if they add freeplay 10/10 worth a buy ? depends if freeplay is added if not i recomend you watch it on you
tube since you will have just as fun an experience and you save $20.

I recomend TheNorthernAlex for a great play through of the game and other firefighting playthroughs.
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This game seems deliberately aggravating. Gameplay is decent, though not remarkable, graphics are okay. What gets me, and
why I'm not recommending the game, is the taglines on level success or failure, as well as the tutorial, tend to be snarky, rude
and unhelpful. I'm playing this game to relax, not take♥♥♥♥♥♥from devs who don't seem to have worked too hard to put
together anything truly novel. The 'narrator' will crow at your failures and suggest that you go back to get more 'asteroids' (star
rating equivalent) on levels which have been completed 2/3, while neglecting to properly explain a mass mechanic that's a both
subtle and important (running into asteroids increases your mass without affecting your speed).

If you're like me, this is the sort of game you'd like to sink into and play around with, and it's not structured in a way to make
that easy.. Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..
I don't know what to say..., it's just so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing. Honestly.
If that's not the best way to improve your aim at any aspect, idk what will do it.......
I got so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing much reflexes and tracking than before, in all my fps games that it's literally creepy.
If you want to improve your aim really fast, just search some workout routines on internet for KovaaK and try them.
Ofc you'll not be a god in 1 day, that's kinda obvious, but do your workout properly, your aim will be so much smooth and
tracky than before.
I just played 10h and my aim is already way better than before..
All my friends always said that my aim is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing tracky and insane, lol, I want to know what will be
their reactions now owo

SOOOO, just play it, onegai ~ (that's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing worth the price). requires a beefy comp. gameplay is not
bad, i would give it a 6/10. it would be nice if i could download it. Just what i needed for my new MSi GL62

Thanks, and recommended.

10/10. A great kids game, beautiful graphics, catchy music and responsive gameplay. I look forward to the dances after
completing every round. I would recommend adding some sorts of stats panel or floaty stars to indicate the progress made for
that level.. Of all the DLC tropico 5 has to offer, this is probably the best out of the bunch. Most other DLC dont really have
alot of meat to them, one outfit, one building, one map. This DLC offers alot more and covers several missions. I personally was
satifsfied by the new buildings and such and the story missions were pretty fun. I would say, if you enjoyed the main story
missions you will almost certainly enjoy this DLC.
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